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Executive Summary

This report describes the HD-MPC research activities focusing on WP3– “Development of hier-
archical and distributed MPC methods” on more specifically on Task 3.3 — “Coordination mech-
anisms”.
The report is organized in two main chapters:
Chapter 1 discusses an MPC approach to the design of hierarchical control systems. The method-
ology is presented for the design of two level hierarchical control systems. The higher level cor-
responds to a system with slow dynamics and whose control inputs must be provided by the sub-
systems with faster dynamics and placed at the lower level. MPC control laws are synthesized
for both the levels and overall convergence properties are established. The use of different control
configurations is also considered by allowing the switching on/off of the subsystems at the lower
level. A simulation example is reported to witness the potentialities of the proposed solution.
Chapter 2 proposes a feasible cooperation distributed model predictive control scheme, based on
game theory. In this chapter a distributed model predictive control scheme isformulated as a de-
cision problem, where the decisions of each subsystem affect not only the decisions of the other
subsystems but the whole system performance. The decision problem is ofthe type “bargaining
game”. This formulation allows each subsystem to decide whether to cooperate or not depending
on the benefits that the subsystem can gain from the cooperation. A game-theoretic based solution
is proposed. The proposed control scheme is tested on case studies with achain of two continuous
stirred tank reactors followed by a non-adiabatic flash separator.
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Chapter 1

An MPC approach to the design of
hierarchical control systems

The contents of this chapter have been developed by Bruno Picasso, Daniele De Vito, Riccardo Scat-
tolini and Patrizio Colaneri (Politecnico di Milano, Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione).

1.1 Introduction

Hierarchical control has been receiving great attention within the scientific community for many years,
see for example the visionary books [30, 12], the recent survey papers [58, 53] and the many refer-
ences therein. This interest is motivated by the large number of control problems which can be handled
with hierarchical control structures more suitably than with classic control methodologies.
Among them, it is possible to mention the design of controllers for multi time scale systems char-
acterized by clearly separable slow and fast dynamics, see [12, 23, 57], or [3, 61] for a couple of
significant industrial examples, the former concerning a waste water treatment plant, while the latter
a greenhouse control problem. Under a slightly different standpoint, a set of representations of the
plant to be controlled, each characterized by a different degree of abstraction, is considered in [43].
Hierarchical control structures can also be used to coordinate a numberof local controllers, such as
in [20] where the control of a power plant has been considered, or in [40, 41] dealing with trans-
portation and power networks, respectively. In [2], a decentralized and hierarchical control technique
has been applied to interconnected dynamical systems incorporating elementstied to bounded uncer-
tainty.
Another important class of problems, including the one studied in this report, concerns the design
of a controller for plants characterized by an inherent hierarchical structure. The highest layer of
the hierarchy corresponds to a system with slow dynamics and whose control inputs must be effec-
tively provided by subsystems (actuators) with faster dynamics and placedat lower layers. In these
problems, a cascade control structure is typically used: the regulator at the higher layer computes
the desired control actions, while local regulators at the lower layers arein charge of controlling the
actuators. An independent design of the regulators at different layers is often performed assuming
complete frequency decoupling and perfect reference tracking of theinner loops, i.e., the control
loops at the lower layers. If this hypothesis can not be taken for granted, some kind of information
exchange among layers is required to guarantee both the feasibility of the reference signals computed
at the higher level and the overall stability. In any case, a kind of cooperation among the subsystems
operating at the same layer is advisable, especially in overactuated plants, often built up for physical
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redundancy purposes to tackle damage events or to meet secondary objectives. The problem of dis-
tributing the control effort among a number of actuators is usually called control allocation. Technical
literature encloses many results dealing with the control allocation problem, warranted, for instance,
by fault tolerance and reconfiguration ability requirements [13, 75] alongwith stability and perfor-
mance constraints [67, 25], in applications ranging from the automotive [60] to the aerospace [54],
aircraft [26, 66], robotics [33, 70, 76], marine [18, 19, 59], power of wireless nodes [1], demands
in free market [34] fields, and so on. While early contributions neglected the low level subsystems’
dynamical behavior, in more recent papers, dynamical behavior of the actuators has been considered,
although the stability issue is still a largely open problem, see e.g., [26].
In this report, a hierarchical control design problem for a two layer cascade control structure as de-
scribed above, has been investigated. The high level controller operates at a slower time scale than the
actuators placed at the low layer. Different control configurations arealso considered by allowing the
possibility to on-line switch on and off some actuators.
A robust control approach has been undertaken to obtain a convergence result for the overall system.
This approach stems from considering the discrepancy between the idealcontrol actions, requested
by the high level controller, and those actually achieved by the actuators asa disturbance term to be
rejected in the design phase of the high level controller.
The problem has been tackled by resorting to the Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach. This
choice is motivated by the ever increasing popularity of MPC in the process industry, see e.g., the sur-
vey papers [48, 49], along with its well established theoretical foundations, see e.g., [29]. Following
the ideas preliminarily developed in [52], at the high level a switched robustMPC algorithm is used to
design a stabilizing feedback control law and to select the optimal subset ofactuators to be activated.
At the low level, a number of standard MPC problems are set up at any instant of the fast time scale
to solve the corresponding tracking problems.
Differently from the methods previously described, the switched robust MPC approach stated here
allows one to simultaneously ensure global stabilization, control configuration selection for perfor-
mance optimization and possible state and control constraints fulfillment while readily accounting for
actuators’ dynamics. Furthermore, the proposed approach differs from the classical sequential design,
where the lower level control loop is considered either as part of the model seen by the upper level
controller or it is supposed to be at steady state. On the contrary, the adoption of robust control means
allows one to largely decouple the design at the two levels of the hierarchicalstructure even if the
frequency decoupling principle can not be assumed.

The report is organized as follows: in Chapter 1.2, the systems at the high and low levels are
defined and the considered hierarchical control structure is introduced. Chapter 1.3 describes the
MPC algorithms used at the two levels and presents the main convergence results related to the overall
controlled system. A simulation example is presented in Chapter 1.4 to witness the performance of
the proposed approach. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Chapter1.5.

Notation. In order to cope with a multi-rate implementation typical of hierarchical control struc-
tures, where the upper layer acts at a slower rate than the lower layer, twotime scales are considered:
the fast discrete-time index is denoted byh, while the slow discrete-time index is represented byk.
Then, given a signalφ f (h) in the fast time scale, its sampling in the slow time scale isφ(k) = φ f (τk),
whereτ is a fixed positive integer.
Ik is the identity matrix of dimensionk, 0k,l is the null matrix inRk×l .
By ‖ ·‖ we denote the Euclidean vector or induced matrix norm. Forx∈R

n andRn×n ∋ P> 0, we let
‖x‖P =

√
x′Px.
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1.2 Problem formulation

The process to be controlled is described by the discrete-time system

P : xf (h+1) = Af xf (h)+
m

∑
i=1

α f
i (h)b

f
i uf

i (h), (1.1)

wherexf ∈ R
nx is the measurable state,uf

i ∈ R
ni is the control variable provided by thei-th actuator

(i = 1, . . . ,m), andα f
i (h) ∈ {0,1} is an additional input variable such that

α f
i (h) =

{
1 if the i-th actuator is active at timeh
0 otherwise.

The control variablesuf
i ’s coincide with the outputs ˜ui ’s of the systems modeling themactuators. The

i-th actuator is described by the following linear dynamical system:

Sacti :

{
ζi(h+1) = Fiζi(h)+Giνi(h), ζi(0) = ζi0

ũi(h) = Hiζi(h),
(1.2)

whereζi ∈ R
nςi is the measurable state andνi ∈ R

nνi is the manipulated input.
The control goal is to design a controller that stabilizes the cascade interconnection of systems (1.1)
and (1.2). To this end, a two layer hierarchical controller is proposed. At the upper level, a controller
is designed at a slow time scale, which selects a suitable subset of the actuators to be used in the
next (long) time interval, namely the values ofαi , and computes the control actionui the i-th actuator
should ideally produce. Such aui is considered as the reference signal for systemSacti . Accordingly,
a number of tracking problems are solved by the lower level controllers, which regulate the actuators
by operating at a faster time scale. Thus, the effective control actions ˜ui ’s are provided to the process.
Due to dynamic and intrinsic limitations of the actuators, in general one has ˜ui 6= ui , so that a robust-
ness issue arises. This problem is handled by modeling the discrepancywf

i = ũi −ui between the ideal
control action and the one provided by thei-th actuator as a disturbance to be rejected in the design
phase of the high level controller.

In the remaining part of this Chapter, the formal framework needed to workout the described plan is
introduced and the suitable assumptions for the considered models are specified.

1.2.1 The process: model for the high level controller

As far as system (1.1) is concerned, the following control constraint is considered: fori = 1, . . . ,m,

uf
i ∈ Ui ,

Ui ⊂ R
ni being a compact set containing the origin as an interior point. The total numberof control

variables isnu = ∑m
i=1ni . We let

U = U1×·· ·×Um ⊂ R
nu.

Consider
Bf =

[
bf

1 bf
2 · · · bf

m
]
∈ R

nx×nu, (1.3)

it is supposed that
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Assumption 1 The pair(Af ,Bf ) is stabilizable.

In accordance with the description of the high level controller reported atthe beginning of this Chapter,
for some fixed integerτ ≥ 1, let us decompose the control variablesuf

i ’s of system (1.1) in the form
uf

i (h) = ūi(h)+(uf
i (h)− ūi(h)), whereūi(h)∈Ui is some piecewise constant signal such that,∀k∈N

and∀ j = 0, . . . ,τ −1, it holds that ¯ui(τk+ j) = ūi(τk). Then system (1.1) can be rewritten as

xf (h+1) = Af xf (h)+
m

∑
i=1

α f
i (h)b

f
i ūi(h)+

m

∑
i=1

α f
i (h)b

f
i wf

i (h), (1.4)

wherewf
i (h) = uf

i (h)− ūi(h) is considered as a matched disturbance term. Also the signalsα f
i (h) are

supposed to be piecewise constant: specifically,∀k∈ N and∀ j = 0, . . . ,τ −1, it holds that

α f
i (τk+ j) = α f

i (τk). (1.5)

Letting
x(k) = xf (τk), ui(k) = ūi(τk), αi(k) = α f

i (τk)

and

A= (Af )τ , bi =
τ−1

∑
j=0

(Af )τ− j−1bf
i , wi(k) =

τ−1

∑
j=0

(Af )τ− j−1bf
i wf

i (τk+ j), (1.6)

system (1.4) can be written in the slow sampling rate as

x(k+1) = Ax(k)+
m

∑
i=1

αi(k)biui(k)+
m

∑
i=1

αi(k)wi(k). (1.7)

It is useful to simplify the notation as follows: let the set of active actuators at time k be identified by
one of the 2m values taken on by the vector

α(k) =
[
α1(k) α2(k) · · · αm(k)

]
∈ {0,1}m.

For a givenα ∈ {0,1}m, we letI (α) = {i |αi = 1} and

A1 = diag{α1In1, · · · ,αmInm} ∈ R
nu×nu

A2 = diag{α1Inx, · · · ,αmInx} ∈ R
mnx×mnx

(1.8)

(notice that the dependence ofA1 andA2 on α is omitted).
We also define

u(k) =




u1(k)
...

um(k)


 ∈ U ⊂ R

nu, w(k) =




w1(k)
...

wm(k)


 ∈ R

mnx (1.9)

and

B1 =
[

b1 b2 · · · bm
]
∈ R

nx×nu, (1.10a)

B2 =
[

Inx Inx · · · Inx

]
∈ R

nx×mnx. (1.10b)

Accordingly, system (1.7) can be rewritten as

Pslow : x(k+1) = Ax(k)+B1A1(k)u(k)+B2A2(k)w(k). (1.11)
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It is helpful to introduce the following augmented system: letχ =

[
x
µ

]
∈ X = R

nx ×U , define

µ(k+1) = A1(k)u(k), then consider

P
aug
slow : χ(k+1) = A χ(k)+B1A1(k)u(k)+B2A2(k)w(k), (1.12)

where

A =

[
A 0nx,nu

0nu,nx 0nu,nu

]
, B1 =

[
B1

Inu

]
, B2 =

[
B2

0nu,mnx

]
.

Associated with this system, we also consider the output transformation

z(k) =

[
χ(k)

A1(k)u(k)

]
=




x(k)
A1(k−1)u(k−1)

A1(k)u(k)


 . (1.13)

To sum up, at the high level, a robust stabilization problem has to be solved for system (1.12) which
returnsu(k) and α(k) (namely, the piecewise constant signals ¯ui(h) in equation (1.4) andα f

i (h),
i = 1, . . . ,m).

1.2.2 The actuators: model for the low level controller

As for the actuators, the following state and input constraints are considered:

ζi ∈ Zi , νi ∈ Vi , (1.14)

whereZi andVi are compact sets containing the origin as an interior point. For systems (1.2), itis
further supposed that

Assumption 2 For all i = 1, . . . ,m, it holds that:

1. The pair(Fi ,Gi) is reachable.

2. The number of control variables of the i-th actuator is equal to the number of its output vari-
ables, i.e., nνi = ni .

3. System(1.2)has no invariant zeros equal to 1, i.e.,

rank

[
Inςi

−Fi −Gi

Hi 0ni ,ni

]
= nζi

+ni .

Moreover, for anyûi ∈ Ui , there exists a pair(ζ̂i , ν̂i) ∈ Zi ×Vi such that

[
Inςi

−Fi −Gi

Hi 0ni ,ni

][
ζ̂i

ν̂i

]
=

[
0nςi ,1

ûi

]
.

Thus,




ζ̂i(ûi) = Γi ûi

with Γi =
[

Inςi
0nςi ,ni

][ Inςi
−Fi −Gi

Hi 0ni ,ni

]−1[
0nςi ,ni

Ini

]
∈ R

nςi×ni .
(1.15)
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4. {Hiζi |ζi ∈ Zi}= Ui .

5. There exists a positive integerℓi such that, from any initial stateζi0 ∈ Zi , it is possible to reach
any equilibrium statêζi ∈Zi satisfying(1.15)in ℓi steps under the state and control constraints
(ζi(h),νi(h)) ∈ Zi ×Vi , ∀h= 0, . . . , ℓi −1. Letℓ= maxi=1,...,mℓi .

Remark 1 Regarding Assumption 2.3, notice that, the lack of invariant zeros equal to1 does not
imply the existence of an equilibrium pair(ζ̂i , ν̂i) ∈ Zi ×Vi for anyûi ∈ Ui because of the state and
input constraints(1.14). For the same reason, Assumption 2.1 does not imply Assumption 2.5.
Assumption 2.4 is a consistency hypothesis among the layers. Indeed, onthe one hand it guarantees
that any reference ui(k) provided by the high level controller is feasible for the i-th low level subsystem.
On the other hand it ensures that any control actionũi(h) performed by the i-th actuator satisfies the
control constraint on the process, no matter the state of the actuator is.

At the low level, a number of tracking problems have to be solved. For a given constant reference
ûi ∈ Ui , according to Assumption 2.3, let(ζ̂i , ν̂i) ∈ Zi ×Vi be the corresponding equilibrium pair.
Then system (1.2) can be rewritten as

{
δζi(h+1) = Fiδζi(h)+Giδνi(h), δζi(0) = δζi0

δui(h) = Hiδζi(h),
(1.16)

whereδζi(h) = ζi(h)− ζ̂i , δνi(h) = νi(h)− ν̂i andδui(h) = ũi(h)− ûi . Consequently, the state and
input constraints (1.14) take the equivalent form

{
δζi ∈ Zi − ζ̂i = {ζi − ζ̂i |ζi ∈ Zi}
δνi ∈ Vi − ν̂i = {νi − ν̂i |νi ∈ Vi}.

(1.17)

The state feedback controller to be designed is denoted by

δνi(h) = ϕi(δζi(h), ûi) (1.18)

where, for later use, we find it convenient to explicitly show the dependence of the control law from
the reference ˆui .

1.2.3 The hierarchical controller

In the hierarchical implementation of the controller, at any long sampling instantk, the controller at
the upper level provides the vectorα(k) identifying the active actuators for the successiveτ instants
(in the fast time scale) and the valueu(k) of the input vector for system (1.12). Then, consistently
with the partition (1.9) of such a vector, the componentsαi(k)ui(k) of A1(k)u(k) are considered as
the references for the lower level controllers of the corresponding systems (1.2). The references are
updated at the successive long sampling instant.
More formally, consider the signalsα(k) andu(k), k = 0,1, . . ., generated by the controller at the
upper level and,∀i = 1, . . . ,m, define

{
ūi(h) = ui

(
⌊h

τ ⌋
)

α f
i (h) = αi

(
⌊h

τ ⌋
)
,

(1.19)

where⌊·⌋ is the floor function. Let
ûi(h) = α f

i (h)ūi(h) (1.20)
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be the reference for thei-th system (1.2). Hence, in view of (1.18), the control signal for thei-th
actuator is

νi(h) = ϕi(ζi(h)− ζ̂i(h), ûi(h))+ ν̂i(h), (1.21)

(ζ̂i(h), ν̂i(h)) being the equilibrium pair associated to ˆui(h).

Remark 2 Notice that, although the referencêui(h) is a piecewise constant function, the low level
controller computesνi(h) by considering the current valuêui(h) as a constant reference from the
current (fast) time instant onwards.

If αi(k) = 1, thei-th control variable for system (1.1) is defined by the corresponding output of sys-
tem (1.2), (1.21), that is

uf
i (h) = ũi(h), (1.22)

where 



ζi(h+1) = Fiζi(h)+Giνi(h)

νi(h) = ϕi(ζi(h)− ζ̂i(h), ûi(h))+ ν̂i(h)

ũi(h) = Hiζi(h).

(1.23)

The difference between the control valueui(k) provided by the controller at the upper level and the one
achieved by thei-th subsystem at the lower level is the matched disturbance term appearing in(1.4),
namely

wf
i (h) = ũi(h)− ūi(h). (1.24)

Conversely, ifαi(k) = 0, the internal stateζi of the actuator is driven to 0 whilst the value of ˜ui(h) is
not relevant, as well as those of ¯ui(h) andwf

i (h).

1.3 Design of the MPC hierarchical controller

In order to tackle the robust control problem for the synthesis of the highlevel controller, while coping
with the presence of state and control constraints at both the lower and the upper levels, the Model
Predictive Control approach is considered.
To have versatility in the definition of the cost functions, weighted norms in boththe state and the
control spaces are introduced. Thus, for fixed symmetric and positive definite matricesQx ∈ R

nx×nx

andQi ∈ R
ni×ni , i = 1, . . . ,m, we let:

Qu = diag{Q1, · · · ,Qm} ∈ R
nu×nu

Qii = diag{Qi ,Qi} ∈ R
2ni×2ni

Quu = diag{Qu,Qu} ∈ R
2nu×2nu

Qz = diag{Qx,Qu,Qu} ∈ R
(nx+2nu)×(nx+2nu)

Qw = diag{Qx, · · · ,Qx} ∈ R
mnx×mnx

Qχ = diag{Qx,Qu} ∈ R
(nx+nu)×(nx+nu).

The controller is sequentially designed starting from the lower level. Nevertheless, for the sake of
clarity, the upper level controller is initially presented. To this end, however, the essential properties
the low level controllers should fulfill need to be specified first.
Thus, according to Assumption 2.5, letτ ≥ ℓ and suppose that,∀i = 1, . . . ,mand∀ûi ∈Ui , a controller

δνi(h) = ϕi(δζi(h), ûi)
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has been designed for system (1.16) so that the equilibriumζ̂i(ûi) is reached at most inτ steps. Under
this assumption, two properties hold: first,αi(k− 1) and ui(k− 1) determine the state of thei-th
low level system at timeh= τk (in fact, by equation (1.15),ζi(τk) = Γiαi(k−1)ui(k−1)). Hence,
the information on the state of the low level system is condensed inA1(k−1)u(k−1) ∈ R

nu, which
is available at the high level controller. Notice that such a vector has in general lower dimension
than the one collecting theζi ’s (i.e., nu ≤ ∑m

i=1nςi ). Secondly,wi(k) is univocally determined by
αi(k−1)ui(k−1) andui(k). In fact: both the state of thei-th subsystem at timeh= τk and the control
law for the successiveτ steps, since alsoui(k) is given, are known; thus the output sequence ˜ui(h) for
h= τk,τk+1, . . . ,τ(k+1)−1 is known, as well aswi(k) by equations (1.24) and (1.6). Therefore,

wi(k) = fi(αi(k−1)ui(k−1),ui(k)),

where fi : Ui ×Ui → R
nx only depends on the model of thei-th actuator and on the family of the low

level controllers{ϕi(·, ûi)}ûi∈Ui . Then,w(k) in system (1.12) is given by

w(k) = f (A1(k−1)u(k−1),u(k)), (1.25)

f : U ×U →R
mnx being defined in an obvious manner in terms of thefi ’s. Notice that the components

wi(k) such thatαi(k) = 0 have no relevance.

Assumption 3 The function f is available to the high level controller, as well as a pairγd(i)≥ 0 and
δi > 0, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, such that∀y1,y2 ∈ Ui , ‖y1‖Qi

≤ δi and‖y2‖Qi
≤ δi , the following gain condition

holds:

‖ fi(y1,y2)‖Qx ≤ γd(i)

∥∥∥∥
[

y1

y2

]∥∥∥∥
Qii

. (1.26)

The design of the low level controllers and the evaluation of the corresponding pairsγd(i) ≥ 0 and
δi > 0 such that condition (1.26) holds will be thoroughly discussed in Section 1.3.2.
An alternative approach, to be considered when the functionf is not known to the upper level, is also
discussed in Remark 7 of Section 1.3.1.

1.3.1 The high level controller

In view of Assumption 3, the design of the high level controller is carried outby consideringw as a
disturbance satisfying a gain condition of the type‖w‖Qw ≤ γd‖z‖Qz (for a suitableγd > 0). Thus, the
small-gain approach is taken to derive a controller that guarantees robust stability with respect to such
disturbancew. Clearly, the only relevant components ofw are those such thatαi 6= 0. Hence, for a
givenγd > 0, it is useful to consider the boolean functionΦγd

: X ×
(
{0,1}m×U

)
→{0,1} defined

as follows: lettingχ = [ x µ ]′,

Φγd

(
χ,(α ,u)

)
=





1 if ‖A2 f (µ ,u)‖Qw ≤ γd

∥∥∥∥∥∥




x
µ

A1u



∥∥∥∥∥∥

Qz

0 otherwise.

(1.27)

In particular, according to equations (1.13) and (1.25),

Φγd

(
χ(k),(α(k),u(k))

)
= 1 ⇐⇒ ‖A2(k)w(k)‖Qw ≤ γd‖z(k)‖Qz. (1.28)

An auxiliary switching-and-control law guaranteeing robust stability is constructed first. Then, an
MPC state feedback controller is derived so that the corresponding closed loop system has both better
performance and a larger region of attraction with respect to the auxiliary law.
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The auxiliary law

We construct an auxiliary switching-and-control law taking the form
{

α(k) = αaux ∀k≥ 0

u(k) = Kauxχ(k),
(1.29)

for some suitableαaux∈ {0,1}m andKaux∈R
nu×(nx+nu) (thus, the set of the active actuators associated

with the auxiliary law is not switching).
To this end, it is useful to introduce the following notation: for a givenαaux ∈ {0,1}m, denote by
A1aux andA2aux the matrices (1.8) associated toαaux. Furthermore, we let ˇnu = ∑i∈I (αaux)ni and

m̌= #I (αaux) be the number of active actuators associated with the auxiliary law. Denote byˇA ∈
R
(nx+ňu)×(nx+ňu), B̌1 ∈ R

(nx+ňu)×ňu andB̌2 ∈ R
(nx+ňu)×(m̌nx) the matrices obtained byA , B1 andB2

removing the rows and the columns associated with the null components ofαaux. Defineχ̌ ∈ X̌ =
R

nx × Ǔ ⊂ R
nx+ňu, Q̌χ ∈ R

(nx+ňu)×(nx+ňu), Q̌u ∈ R
ňu×ňu andQ̌w ∈ R

m̌nx×m̌nx in the analogous way.

Definition 1 A vectorαaux∈ {0,1}m is said to identify aconsistentconfiguration of the actuators iff
the corresponding pair( ˇA ,B̌1) is stabilizable.

For any consistent configurationαaux∈ {0,1}m, considerγ > 0 such that there exists a symmetric and
positive definite matrixP̌ = P̌(αaux,γ) ∈ R

(nx+ňu)×(nx+ňu) satisfying the Riccati inequality




−P̌ + ˇA ′P̌ ˇA + Q̌χ − ˇA ′P̌
[

B̌1 B̌2
]
R−1

[
B̌1 B̌2

]′
P̌ ˇA < 0

R =

[
B̌′

1P̌B̌1+ Q̌u B̌′
1P̌B̌2

B̌′
2P̌B̌1 B̌′

2P̌B̌2− γ2Q̌w

]

B̌′
2P̌B̌2− γ2Q̌w < 0

(1.30)

and let
ˇKaux=−

[
Iňu 0ňu,m̌nx

]
R

−1[
B̌1 B̌2

]′
P̌ ˇA .

DefineP∈ R
(nx+nu)×(nx+nu) andKaux∈ R

nu×(nx+nu) by adding null rows and columns tǒP and ˇKaux

in correspondence with the null components ofαaux. Let

Vf (χ) = χ ′Pχ. (1.31)

For anyρ > 0, considerΩ̃ρ = {χ ∈ R
nx+nu |Vf (χ) ≤ ρ2} ⊂ R

nx+nu. By the construction ofP, this
definition imposes a constraint on the components ofχ̌ only. Hence, consider the set of indices
{ j1, . . . , jm−m̌}= {1, . . . ,m}\I (αaux) corresponding to the inactive actuators and let

Ωρ = {χ ∈ Ω̃ρ |u j1 ∈ U j1, . . . ,u jm−m̌ ∈ U jm−m̌} ⊂ R
nx+nu. (1.32)

The local robust stabilization properties of the resulting auxiliary switching-and-control law (1.29)
are clarified by the following result.

Proposition 1 Let αaux∈ {0,1}m be a consistent configuration and define

γd(αaux) = max
i∈I (αaux)

γd(i). (1.33)
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Let γ > 0 be such thatγ · γd(αaux)< 1 and assume that a positive definite solutionP̌ = P̌(αaux,γ) ∈
R
(nx+ňu)×(nx+ňu) exists for the Riccati inequality(1.30). Consider system(1.12), (1.13)under the cor-

responding switching-and-control law(1.29)and, accordingly, let w(k) be given by equation(1.25).
Then,∃ρ > 0 such that all the following properties hold forΩaux= Ωρ :





Ωaux⊆ X ;

∀χ ∈ Ωaux, Kauxχ ∈ U ;

∀χ ∈ Ωaux, Φγd(αaux)

(
χ,(αaux,Kauxχ)

)
= 1;

∀χ(k) ∈ Ωaux it holds that

Vf (χ(k+1))−Vf (χ(k))≤−(‖z(k)‖2
Qz
− γ2‖A2auxw(k)‖2

Qw
) .

(1.34a)

(1.34b)

(1.34c)

(1.34d)

In particular, Ωaux is positively invariant.

Proof. By the definition ofΩρ , we only need to focus oňχ . Thus, property (1.34a) is guaranteed by
the choice of a sufficiently smallρ > 0 sinceP̌ > 0 andX̌ is a neighborhood of the origin.
As far as property (1.34b) is concerned, similarly to the previous case, we only need to focus on ˇKaux.
The property is then guaranteed by the choice of a sufficiently smallρ > 0 sinceP̌ > 0, Ǔ is a
neighborhood of the origin and the control law ˇu= ˇKauxχ̌ is continuous.
Let us consider property (1.34c): we have to guarantee that∀χ = [ x µ ]′ ∈ Ωaux, lettingu= Kauxχ,
one has

‖A2auxf (µ ,u)‖Qw ≤ γd(αaux)

∥∥∥∥∥∥




x
µ

A1auxu



∥∥∥∥∥∥

Qz

(notice that, by the definition ofKaux, the pre-multiplication ofu byA1auxcould be omitted). We claim
that this property is ensured if,∀i ∈ I (αaux), one has‖µi‖Qi

≤ δi and‖ui‖Qi
≤ δi . Then, similarly

to the proof of properties (1.34a) and (1.34b), this is guaranteed by the choice of a sufficiently small
ρ > 0. Let us prove the claim:

‖A2auxf (µ ,u)‖2
Qw

= ∑i∈I (αaux) ‖ fi(µi ,ui)‖2
Qx
≤

(a)
≤ ∑i∈I (αaux) γ2

d(i)

∥∥∥∥
[

µi

ui

]∥∥∥∥
2

Qii

≤

(b)
≤ γ2

d(αaux)∑i∈I (αaux)

∥∥∥∥
[

µi

ui

]∥∥∥∥
2

Qii

≤

≤ γ2
d(αaux)

∥∥∥∥∥∥




x
µ

A1auxu



∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

Qz

,

where inequalities (a) and (b) follow by (1.26) and (1.33), respectively.
The proof of property (1.34d) can be found in [27]: the case considered in this report is exactly the
one in [27] because the auxiliary configuration is not switching.
Finally, the positive invariance ofΩaux is guaranteed by inequalities (1.34) and the small-gain condi-
tion γ · γd(αaux) < 1. In fact: inequality (1.34b) ensures the satisfaction of the input constraint; in-
equalities (1.34c-d) andγ · γd(αaux)< 1 ensure thatVf (χ(k+1))≤Vf (χ(k)) (see also (1.28)), while
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the components ofχ(k+1) corresponding to the null rows and columns ofP are zero by definition of
Kaux.

Remark 3 According to the result reported in [27], property(1.34d)holds under the more general
assumption‖A2auxw(k)‖Qw ≤ γd(αaux)‖z(k)‖Qz ∀k∈N (rather than for w(k) given by equation(1.25)
only).

Remark 4 (The choice of the auxiliary configuration) For a given consistent configurationαaux,
there exists a valueγinf(αaux) such that, forγ < γinf(αaux), a solution to the Riccati inequality(1.30)
does not exist. Namely,γinf(αaux) is the minimal H∞ norm of the closed loop system which can be
achieved with the configurationαaux. Therefore, if

γinf(αaux) · γd(αaux)≥ 1,

then αaux is not a feasible choice for the auxiliary configuration. In order to find a feasible con-
figuration, one has to cope with the followingtrade-off: a consistent configuratioñαaux such that
γd(α̃aux) < γd(αaux) can be obtained by discarding the slowest actuators of the previously selected
configurationαaux (i.e., those characterized by the largest values ofγd(i)). Nevertheless, in so doing,
one hasI (α̃aux)⊂I (αaux), namely less degrees of freedom are available in the control design. This
may result in the increase of the minimal closed loop H∞ norm achievable with the configuratioñαaux,
i.e.,γinf(α̃aux)≥ γinf(αaux).

The high level MPC controller

The region of attractionΩaux and the performance provided by the auxiliary control law (1.29) are
now improved with the MPC approach.
The gain condition (1.26) holds only locally. Nevertheless, according to Assumption 3, the high level
controller can predict the disturbanceA2(k)w(k), onceα(k) and u(k) have been fixed (see equa-
tion (1.25)). It is hence possible to evaluate the boolean functionΦγd

(see equation (1.27)) and,
according to (1.28), to assess whether the control actions predicted by the high level MPC can be
tracked by the actuators as accurately as needed to guarantee that‖A2(k)w(k)‖Qw ≤ γd‖z(k)‖Qz. Con-
sequently, the MPC algorithm can also exploit the whole range of validity of such a gain condition,
rather than limiting its action to the local operativity set ensured by condition (1.26).
Thus, in view of Assumption 3, it is possible to set up an MPC algorithm, wheresequencesof pre-
dicted switching-and-control values are considered, instead ofpoliciesas it would be more usual in a
robust setting. It turns out that the desired robustness level, and hence stabilization, is guaranteed by
only considering theH∞ performance index in the cost function to be minimized. This is an unusual
approach which stems from the peculiarity of the considered control problem. In fact, although the
disturbancew(k) can be conveniently predicted, it depends on both the current stateχ(k) (through its
component accounting forA1(k−1)u(k−1)) and on the control actionu(k) to be undertaken.
In details, letNp ∈ N, Np ≥ 1, be the length of the prediction horizon andNc ∈ N, Nc ≤ Np, be the
length of the control horizon. Define by

{
S (k,Nc) =

[
α(k) α(k+1) · · · α(k+Nc−1)

]

F (k,Nc) =
[

u(k) u(k+1) · · · u(k+Nc−1)
]
,

(1.35)

whereα(k+ j)∈ {0,1}m andu(k+ j)∈U , the vectors of the predicted switching-and-control signals
to be processed by the MPC algorithm. At any time instantk, the control problem consists of solving
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the following optimization problem:

min
S (k,Nc)

F (k,Nc)

J(χ(k),S ,F ,Np), (1.36)

J(χ(k),S ,F ,Np) =
Np−1

∑
j=0

(‖z(k+ j)‖2
Qz
− γ2‖A2(k+ j)w(k+ j)‖2

Qw
)+Vf (χ(k+Np)),

subject to:

i) system (1.12), (1.13) under the switching-and-control signals (1.35) and, for j = Nc, . . . , Np−1,

α(k+ j) = αaux

u(k+ j) = Kauxχ(k+ j),

and wherew(k+ j) is given by equation (1.25);

ii) the state and control constraints

∀ j = Nc, . . . ,Np−1, u(k+ j) ∈ U

∀ j = 0, . . . ,Np−1,

{
χ(k+ j) ∈ X

Φγd(αaux)

(
χ(k+ j),(α(k+ j),u(k+ j))

)
= 1;

iii) the terminal constraintχ(k+Np) ∈ Ωaux.

If
(
S̄ (χ(k),Nc),F̄ (χ(k),Nc)

)
is the optimal solution of this problem, according to the Receding

Horizon principle, define the MPC switching-and-control law as
{

α(χ(k)) = ᾱ(k)

u(χ(k)) = ū(k).
(1.37)

Theorem 1 Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, letX MPC(Nc,Np) be the set of statesχ ∈ X

such that problem(1.36)admits a solution. Then∀Np ≥ 1 and∀Nc ≤ Np, one has:

ı) Ωaux⊆ X MPC(Nc,Np).

Moreover, the following properties hold for the closed-loop system(1.12), (1.37), (1.25):

ıı) X MPC(Nc,Np) is a positively invariant set;

ııı) The origin is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium point with region of attractionX MPC(Nc,Np).

Proof. The theorem is proved forNc ≥ 1 (the caseNc = 0 easily follows by Proposition 1).
ı) Ωaux⊆ X MPC(Nc,Np) because, by properties (1.34), the auxiliary law is feasible forχ ∈ Ωaux and
Ωaux is positively invariant.
ıı) If χ(k)∈X MPC(Nc,Np), then there existS̄ andF̄ such thatχ(k+Np)∈ Ωaux. Thus, at timek+1,
consider the following switching-and-control signal:

{
Ŝ (k+1,Nc) =

[
ᾱ(k+1) · · · ᾱ(k+Nc−1) αaux

]

F̂ (k+1,Nc) =
[

ū(k+1) · · · ū(k+Nc−1) Kauxχ(k+Nc)
]
.
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This policy is still feasible forχ(k+1), and henceX MPC(Nc,Np) is a positively invariant set, because
under the auxiliary switching-and-control lawΩaux is positively invariant.
ııı) Let

V(χ(k),Nc,Np) = J(χ(k),S̄ ,F̄ ,Nc,Np)

be the optimal performance starting fromχ(k). We shall prove the validity of the following properties:





∀χ ∈ X
MPC(Nc,Np), it holds that

V(χ,Nc,Np)≥ (1− γ2 · γ2
d(αaux))‖χ‖2

Qχ ;

∀χ ∈ Ωaux, it holds thatV(χ,Nc,Np)≤
λmax(P)

λmin(Qχ)
‖χ‖2

Qχ ;

∀χ(k) ∈ X
MPC(Nc,Np), it holds that

V(χ(k+1),Nc,Np)−V(χ(k),Nc,Np)≤−(1− γ2 · γ2
d(αaux))‖z(k)‖2

Qz
.

(1.38a)

(1.38b)

(1.38c)

Since‖z(k)‖2
Qz
≥‖χ(k)‖2

Qχ , then, in view of the well known Theorem III.2 proved in [22], the stability
result follows.

As far as inequality (1.38a) is concerned, forχ(k) ∈ X MPC(Nc,Np), one has

V(χ(k),Nc,Np) = J(χ(k),S̄ ,F̄ ,Nc,Np) =

= ∑Np−1
j=0 (‖z(k+ j)‖2

Qz
− γ2‖A2(k+ j)w(k+ j)‖2

Qw
)+Vf (χ(k+Np))≥

(a)
≥ (1− γ2 · γ2

d(αaux))‖z(k)‖2
Qz
≥

≥ (1− γ2 · γ2
d(αaux))‖χ(k)‖2

Qχ ,

where inequality (a) holds because, by constraintsii) and relation (1.28), it holds that,∀ j = 0, . . . ,Np−
1, ‖z(k+ j)‖2

Qz
− γ2‖A2(k+ j)w(k+ j)‖2

Qw
≥ (1− γ2 · γ2

d(αaux))‖z(k+ j)‖2
Qz
≥ 0.

In order to prove inequality (1.38b), we first show that, ifχ ∈ X MPC(Nc,Np), then

V(χ,Nc+1,Np+1)≤V(χ,Nc,Np). (1.39)

Indeed, consider the switching-and-control signal

{
S̃ (k,Nc+1) =

[
S̄ (χ(k),Nc) αaux

]

F̃ (k,Nc+1) =
[

F̄ (χ(k),Nc) Kauxχ(k+Nc)
]
,

then

J(χ(k),S̃ (k,Nc+1),F̃ (k,Nc+1),Nc+1,Np+1) =

= ∑Np

j=0(‖z(k+ j)‖2
Qz
− γ2‖A2(k+ j)w(k+ j)‖2

Qw
)+Vf (χ(k+Np+1)) =

= ∑Np−1
j=0 (‖z(k+ j)‖2

Qz
− γ2‖A2(k+ j)w(k+ j)‖2

Qw
)+Vf (χ(k+Np+1))+

+Vf (χ(k+Np))−Vf (χ(k+Np))+(‖z(k+Np)‖2
Qz
− γ2‖A2(k+Np)w(k+Np)‖2

Qw
).
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Sinceχ(k+Np) ∈ Ωaux and the value of the outputz(k+Np) is obtained with the auxiliary control
law used at timek+Np, using inequality (1.34d), one has

J(χ(k),S̃ (k,Nc+1),F̃ (k,Nc+1),Nc+1,Np+1)≤

≤ ∑Np−1
j=0 (‖z(k+ j)‖2

Qz
− γ2‖A2(k+ j)w(k+ j)‖2

Qw
)+Vf (χ(k+Np)) =

=V(χ(k),Nc,Np).

Consequently,V(χ(k),Nc+1,Np+1)≤V(χ(k),Nc,Np), thus proving the (1.39).
Now,∀χ(k) ∈ Ωaux,

V(χ(k),Nc,Np)
(b)
≤ V(χ(k),0,Np−Nc) =

= ∑Np−Nc−1
j=0 (‖z(k+ j)‖2

Qz
− γ2‖A2(k+ j)w(k+ j)‖2

Qw
)+Vf (χ(k+Np−Nc))≤

(c)
≤ ∑Np−Nc−1

j=0 (Vf (χ(k+ j))−Vf (χ(k+ j +1))+Vf (χ(k+Np−Nc)) =

=Vf (χ(k))≤ λmax(P)‖χ(k)‖2 ≤ λmax(P)
λmin(Qχ )

‖χ‖2
Qχ ,

where inequality (b) follows by iterating the (1.39) (notice that∀Nc ≤ Np, Ωaux⊆ X MPC(Nc,Np)) and
inequality (c) holds in view of inequality (1.34d) (which can be applied because the length of the
control horizon is 0 and, over the prediction horizon, the system evolvesunder the auxiliary law).
Finally, let us prove inequality (1.38c): observe that

V(χ(k),Nc,Np) = ‖z(k)‖2
Qz
− γ2‖A2(k)w(k)‖2

Qw
+V(χ(k+1),Nc−1,Np−1),

then, in view of (1.39),

V(χ(k+1),Nc,Np)−V(χ(k),Nc,Np)≤−(‖z(k)‖2
Qz
− γ2‖A2(k)w(k)‖2

Qw
).

Hence, by constraintii) ,

V(χ(k+1),Nc,Np)−V(χ(k),Nc,Np)≤−(1− γ2 · γ2
d(αaux))‖z(k)‖2

Qz
.

Remark 5 The considered control problem has two main features: thehierarchicalstructure of the
controller and the optimalcontrol structure selectionissue. This reflects on the coexistence of contin-
uous and discrete variables, u andα , and on the Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming nature of the
optimization problem(1.36). If one is only interested in the hierarchical face of the problem, then the
following approach can be taken: first, a feasible auxiliary configurationαaux is fixed (see Remark 4
in Section 1.3.1) andα(k)≡ αaux is considered; then problem(1.36)is solved by optimizing only over
the control sequencesF (k,Nc). Such a problem reduces to a constrained Quadratic Programming,
whose computational burden is significantly cut down, and Theorem 1 stillguarantees the exponential
stabilization.

Remark 6 (On the decoupling among the levels of the hierarchy)The function f in equation(1.25),
if explicitly available, represents the only knowledge on the low level subsystems needed by the high
level controller. We shall see in Section 1.3.2 that, when the low level systemsare unconstrained and
controlled with a linear law, f is simply represented by a matrix.
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However, the low level controller proposed in Section 1.3.2 relies, in part, on an MPC algorithm.
Consequently, for practical purposes, such controllers{ϕi(·, ûi)}i=1,...,m; ûi∈Ui , and hence the function
f , are only implicitly known. This means that, to evaluate w(k+ j) for j = 0, . . . ,Np− 1, the high
level MPC algorithm should include a simulator of the low level subsystems. Hence, in the proposed
approach, the two levels of the hierarchy appear to be coupled. Actually,as Remark 9 of Section 1.3.3
will clarify, such a coupling issue only holds during the transient behavior and, even in this period,
simulating the low level subsystems can be partially avoided.

Remark 7 (Min-max approach for complete decoupled control synthesis) An alternative approach
to the design of the high level controller can be pursued in case that neitherthe low level controllers
nor the function f in equation(1.25)are available to the high level controller, whilst a constantγ̄d ≥ 0
is known by the high level controller such that,∀i = 1, . . . ,m and∀y1,y2 ∈ Ui , one has

‖ fi(y1,y2)‖Qx ≤ γ̄d

∥∥∥∥
[

y1

y2

]∥∥∥∥
Qii

(1.40)

(namely, condition(1.26)holds globally rather than only locally). In this case, it is possible to com-
pletely decouple the design of the controllers at the two levels of the hierarchical structure. To this
end, one may consider the term w(k) as an unknown disturbance to be rejected. By inequality(1.40),
such a disturbance satisfies the gain condition‖A2(k)w(k)‖Qw ≤ γ̄d‖z(k)‖Qz. Thus, taking a robust
control approach, the high level control algorithm can be modified by considering a min-max MPC
formulation [28] and an equivalent result to Theorem 1 can be proved.
Specifically, once a consistent auxiliary configuration has been fixed, an auxiliary control law can
be obtained as in Proposition 1 (just replacingγd(αaux) with γ̄d). As for the MPC algorithm, the
sequenceD(k,Np) =

[
w(k) w(k+1) · · · w(k+Np−1)

]
of the disturbances acting over the

prediction horizon is introduced; switching-and-controlpolicies, rather thansignals, are consid-
ered (i.e.,S (χ(k),Nc) andF (χ(k),Nc) are vectors of feedback functionsα( j) : X → {0,1}m and
κ( j) : X → R

nu, j = 0, . . . ,Nc−1). Then the optimization problem(1.36)takes the min-max form

min
S (χ(k),Nc)

F (χ(k),Nc)

max
D(k,Np)

J(χ(k),S ,F ,D ,Nc,Np), (1.41)

under similar state and control constraints but condition

Φγd(αaux)

(
χ(k+ j),(α(k+ j),u(k+ j))

)
= 1

is replaced by the disturbance constraint

‖A2(k+ j)w(k+ j)‖Qw ≤ γ̄d‖z(k+ j)‖Qz, ∀ j = 0, . . . ,Np−1.

In view of Remark 3 in Section 1.3.1, the proof of the stability result is similar to the one of Theorem 1,
only minor adjustments being needed (see also [47, 51]).
The main advantage of this approach consists in the possibility of almost completely decoupling the
projects of the controllers at the high and at the low level (the high level controller needs only to know
γ̄d). From a computational point of view, although the effort to simulate the low level subsystems is
avoided, one has to undertake the min-max optimization(1.41)which is much more intensive.
In order to follow this approach, one has to evaluate the weightedℓ2-gain of each fi , i.e.,

sup
(y1,y2)∈U 2

i \{(0,0)}

‖ fi(y1,y2)‖Qx∥∥∥∥
[

y1

y2

]∥∥∥∥
Qii

.
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This may be a difficult task, especially when the maps fi ’s are associated with MPC controllers at the
lower level: in this case, in fact, such maps are typically nonlinear and knownonly implicitly. It is
instead a viable approach when the actuators are unconstrained and controlled with a linear law (see
Section 1.3.2 below).

1.3.2 The low level controller

In the sequel we will use the following lemma:

Lemma 1 Let‖ · ‖ be the Euclidean norm inRn, then∀x,y∈ R
n it holds that

‖x−y‖ ≤
√

2

∥∥∥∥
[

x
y

]∥∥∥∥ .

Proof. Indeed,∀x,y∈ R
n, one has

‖x−y‖2−2

∥∥∥∥
[

x
y

]∥∥∥∥
2

= ∑n
j=1(x j −y j)

2−2∑n
j=1(x

2
j +y2

j ) =

= −∑n
j=1(x j +y j)

2 ≤ 0.

Let us go back to the design of the low level controllers. Recall that the aim isto design them so
that, ∀ûi ∈ Ui , the equilibriumζ̂i(ûi) is reached at most inτ steps. We are also interested in the
determination of a pairγd(i)≥ 0 andδi > 0 such that condition (1.26) is satisfied.
A controller having two parallel operation modes is proposed: at timeh= τk, according to the value
of the past and of the current references, one of the two modes is selected and is kept operating until
the next long sampling timeh= τ(k+1).

Mode 1: Local linear controller. If the norm of both the last and the current references ˆui ’s is suffi-
ciently small, the low level controller is a linear feedback law.

Mode 2: MPC with approaching zero terminal state constraint. Alternative to mode 1, an MPC
algorithm is used which guarantees that the desired equilibrium is reached at most inτ steps.

Let us describe these controllers in details and let us specify their exact operational region, as well as
the value of the corresponding gainγd(i) appearing in equation (1.26).

• Mode 1: First, a controller is defined under the assumption that no input and state constraints are
considered (thus,ζi ∈R

nςi andνi ∈R
ni ). This hypothesis will then be removed by suitably restricting

the operational region of this controller.
Then, letKi ∈ R

ni×nςi be such that(Fi +GiKi)
τ = 0 (such aKi exists in view of Assumptions 2.1

and 2.5). For any ˆui ∈ R
ni , consider the state feedback controller

δνi = Kiδζi . (1.42)

Let us analyze the gain condition (1.26) under this control law. To this end,we first determine the
function fi expressing the dependence ofwi from y1 andy2 (i.e., the dependence ofwi(k) from the
past reference ˆui(τ(k− 1)) = αi(k− 1)ūi(τ(k− 1)) and the new value ¯ui(τk) provided by the high
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level controller, respectively). It holds thatwi is a linear function ofy1 − y2, more precisely: by
equation (1.6), one has

wi(k) = ∑τ−1
j=0(A

f )τ− j−1bf
i (u

f
i (τk+ j)−y2)

= ∑τ−1
j=0(A

f )τ− j−1bf
i δui(τk+ j),

whereδui(τk+ j) is the output at timeτk+ j of system (1.16) (with ˆui = y2) under the control
law (1.42). Since(Fi +GiKi)

τ = 0, thenζi(τk) = ζ̂i(y1). At time τk, the new reference isy2, thus

δζi(τk) = ζ̂i(y1)− ζ̂i(y2) = Γi(y1−y2),

where matrixΓi is given in equation (1.15). It then follows that, letting

O
(τ)
i :=




Hi

Hi(Fi +GiKi)
...

Hi(Fi +GiKi)
τ−1


 and R

(τ)
i :=

[
(Af )τ−1bf

i · · · Af bf
i bf

i

]
,

one has
wi(k) = Li(y1−y2), (1.43)

whereLi = R
(τ)
i O

(τ)
i Γi ∈ R

n×ni . Hence,

‖wi(k)‖Qx ≤
√

λmax(Qx)‖wi(k)‖ ≤
√

λmax(Qx)‖Li‖ · ‖y1−y2‖ ≤
(a)
≤

√
2λmax(Qx)‖Li‖

∥∥∥∥
[

y1

y2

]∥∥∥∥≤

≤
√

2λmax(Qx)
λmin(Qi)

‖Li‖
∥∥∥∥
[

y1

y2

]∥∥∥∥
Qii

,

(1.44)

where‖Li‖ =
√

λmax(L ′
i Li) and inequality (a) holds by Lemma 1. Namely, in the absence of the

input and state constraints (1.14), inequality (1.26) holds with

γd(i) =

√
2

λmax(Qx)

λmin(Qi)
‖Li‖.

Let us go back to the case where the state and input constraints (1.14) aretaken into account. We deter-
mineδi > 0 so that, if both‖ûi(τ(k−1))‖Qi

≤ δi and‖ûi(τk)‖Qi
≤ δi , then the linear controller (1.42)

satisfies the constraints (1.17) and, switching among such references, the gain condition (1.44) is still
valid. This study fixes the operational range of mode 1.
To this end, associated with the controllerδνi = Kiδζi , consider a quadratic Lyapunov function
Vi(δζi) = δζ ′

i Piδζi : ∀r ≥ 0, the set

Nζ̂i ,r
= {ζi ∈ R

nςi |‖ζi − ζ̂i‖Pi
≤ r}

is positively invariant for the unconstrained system.
For any equilibrium pair(ζ̂i , ν̂i) belonging to the interior ofZi ×Vi , there exists a sufficiently small
r(ζ̂i , ν̂i)> 0 such that {

Nζ̂i ,r(ζ̂i ,ν̂i)
⊆ Zi

∀ζi ∈ Nζ̂i ,r(ζ̂i ,ν̂i)
, Ki(ζi − ζ̂i) ∈ Vi − ν̂i .

(1.45)
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Namely, under constraints (1.17), the controller (1.42) is still well-defined within Nζ̂i ,r(ζ̂i ,ν̂i)
and the

positive invariance of this set is guaranteed.
Take a sufficiently small neighborhoodZ (i)

0 of ζi = 0 so that

R= inf
ζ̂i∈Z

(i)
0

r(ζ̂i , ν̂i)> 0. (1.46)

Consider the neighborhoodZ (i)
0⋆ of 0 defined byZ (i)

0⋆ := {ζi ∈ Z
(i)

0 |‖ζi‖Pi
≤ R

2}. The following
property holds:

∀ζ̂i ∈ Z
(i)

0⋆ , Z
(i)

0⋆ ⊆ Nζ̂i ,R
(1.47)

(in fact, forζ̂i ∈Z
(i)

0⋆ andζi ∈Z
(i)

0⋆ , it holds that‖ζi − ζ̂i‖Pi
≤R– i.e.,ζi ∈Nζ̂i ,R

– because‖ζi − ζ̂i‖Pi
≤

‖ζi‖Pi
+‖ζ̂i‖Pi

≤ R
2 +

R
2 ). Sinceζ̂i is a continuous function of ˆui , then

∃δi > 0 such that, ∀ûi ∈ Ui with ‖ûi‖Qi
≤ δi , one hasζ̂i(ûi) ∈ Z

(i)
0⋆ . (1.48)

Thus, ify1 = ûi(τ(k−1)) andy2 = ûi(τk) are such that‖y1‖Qi
≤ δi and‖y2‖Qi

≤ δi , thenζ̂i(y1)∈Z
(i)

0⋆

andζ̂i(y2) ∈ Z
(i)

0⋆ . Property (1.47) then guarantees that

ζ̂i(y1) ∈ Nζ̂i(y2),R
.

Namely, in view of (1.46) and (1.45), the former equilibrium pointζ̂i(y1) lies inside the neighborhood
of the new equilibrium point̂ζi(y2) where the linear controller (1.42) satisfies the constraints (1.17).
Therefore, switching from a referencey1 such that‖y1‖Qi

≤ δi to a referencey2 such that‖y2‖Qi
≤ δi ,

relation (1.44) still holds true.

To recap,mode 1of the low level controlleris defined as follows:

If ‖ûi(τ(k− 1))‖Qi
≤ δi and ‖ûi(τk)‖Qi

≤ δi , whereδi is given in(1.48), then mode 1
is active forτk ≤ h < τ(k+1) and the control law is the linear feedback(1.42). Rela-

tion (1.26)holds withγd(i) =
√

2λmax(Qx)
λmin(Qi)

‖Li‖.

In all the other cases, the controller operates according to mode 2 as described below.

• Mode 2: The control action is determined through an MPC algorithm. In order to ensure that the
state has reached the desired equilibrium at the end of the prediction horizon, an approaching zero
terminal state constraint is included in the algorithm.
Let ûi be the reference for thei-th actuator (1.2) on the time intervalτk ≤ h< τ(k+1) and, accord-
ingly, consider system (1.16). At timeτk+ l , l = 0, . . . ,τ −1, let

Ci(l) =
[

δνi(τk+ l) δνi(τk+ l +1) · · · δνi(τk+ τ −1)
]

(1.49)

be the vector of the predicted controls to be processed by the MPC algorithm.The control problem
consists of solving the following optimization problem:

min
Ci(l)

Ji(δζi(τk+ l),Ci(l)), (1.50)

Ji(δζi(τk+ l),Ci(l)) =
∥∥

τ−1

∑
j=0

(Af )τ− j−1bf
i δui(τk+ j)

∥∥,

subject to:
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i) system (1.16) under the control law (1.49);

ii) the state and control constraints
{

δζi(τk+ j) ∈ Zi − ζ̂i ∀ j = l +1, . . . ,τk+ τ −1

δνi(τk+ j) ∈ Vi − ν̂i ∀ j = l , . . . ,τk+ τ −1;

iii) the terminal constraintδζi(τ(k+1)) = 0.

If C̄i(l) is the optimal solution of this problem, according to the Receding Horizon principle, define
the MPC control law as

δνi(τk+ l) = ¯δν i(τk+ l). (1.51)

Remark 8 Few remarks are in order:

• First notice that the cost function Ji(δζi(τk+ l),Ci(l)) includes also the past output values,
i.e., δui(τk+ j) for j = 0, . . . , l. This choice ensures the minimization of‖wi(k)‖ (see equa-
tion (1.6));

• The optimization problem(1.50)is feasible∀l = 0, . . . ,τ −1. In fact, the feasibility for l= 0 is
guaranteed by Assumption 2.5 (andτ ≥ ℓ), then the feasibility for l= 1, . . . ,τ −1 immediately
follows because, according to the approaching zero terminal state constraint algorithm, the
length of the prediction horizon is reduced by one at each step;

• Since the length of the prediction horizon varies, the resulting control law(1.51)is time varying;

• By construction, the control law(1.51) ensures thatδζi(τ(k+ 1)) = 0 (i.e., ζi(τ(k+ 1)) =
ζ̂i(ûi)).

1.3.3 The overall system: convergence analysis

The following result provides the analysis of the overall control system behavior.

Theorem 2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, consider the closed loop system(1.1), (1.19), (1.22)
and (1.23), where the upper level controller is defined in(1.37) and the lower level controller is
given by(1.42) and (1.51). Assume that, at time h= 0, the internal state of the actuators(1.2) is
at an equilibrium, i.e., according to equation(1.15), ζi0 = Γiui0 for some ui0 ∈ Ui , i = 1, . . . ,m: let
µ0 =

[
u10 u20 · · · um0

]
. Assume also that the MPC controller at the upper level is initialized

with χ(0) =
[

x(0) µ0
]
∈ XMPC(Nc,Np). Then it holds that

{
limh→+∞ xf (h) = 0

limh→+∞ ζi(h) = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m.

Proof. Sinceχ(0) ∈ XMPC(Nc,Np) then, by Theorem 1, it holds that limk→+∞ χ(k) = 0. This means
that {

limk→+∞ x(k) = 0

limk→+∞ A1(k)u(k) = 0,
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and, according to equation (1.20),

lim
h→+∞

ûi(h) = 0 ∀i = 1, . . . ,m.

In particular,∃k̄ > 0 such that∀k ≥ k̄ and∀i = 1, . . . ,m, ‖ûi(τk)‖Qi
≤ δi . This implies that,∀h ≥

τ(k̄+1), the actuators are controlled according to the linear law (1.42) (i.e., according to mode 1 of the
low level controller). Since such feedback controllers indeed stabilize thelow level systems, then the
convergence to zero of the reference signal ˆui(h) translates into the convergence to zero of the internal
state of the actuators, namely limh→+∞ ζi(h) = 0,∀i = 1, . . . ,m. Moreover, limh→+∞ ũi(h) = 0.
Finally, we have to prove that limh→+∞ xf (h) = 0. To this end, it is sufficient to show that,∀l =
1, . . . ,τ −1, it holds that limk→+∞ ‖xf (τk+ l)‖ = 0. Indeed, combining equations (1.1), (1.3), (1.5)
and (1.8), one has

xf (τk+ l) = (Af )l xf (τk)+∑l−1
j=0(A

f )l− j−1Bf A1(k)ũ(τk+ j),

whereũ(h) =
[

ũ1(h)′ ũ2(h)′ · · · ũm(h)′
]′

. Since‖A1(k)‖ ≤ 1, then,∀l = 1, . . . ,τ −1, it holds
that

‖xf (τk+ l)‖ ≤ ‖(Af )l‖ · ‖xf (τk)‖+
l−1

∑
j=0

‖(Af )l− j−1Bf ‖ · ‖ũ(τk+ j)‖.

As xf (τk) = x(k), limk→+∞ x(k) = 0 and,∀i = 1, . . . ,m, limh→+∞ ũi(h) = 0, the thesis follows.

Remark 9 (Further comments on the decoupling issue)Let us go back to Remark 6 of Section 1.3.1.
A suitable combination of the result of Theorem 2 with the analysis of mode 1 of the low level con-
troller (see Section 1.3.2) allows one to further analyze the decoupling issue inthe project of the
controllers at the two levels of the hierarchy.
First, for a control sequenceF (k,Nc) predicted by the high level MPC controller, in correspondence
to the components ui(k+ j) resulting in the activation of mode 1, the value of wi(k+ j) is explicitly
provided by equation(1.43). Thus, the high level MPC algorithm only needs to know the matrixLi of
equation(1.43)and the simulation of the corresponding low level subsystem is not needed.
Furthermore, it is shown in the proof of Theorem 2 that bothlimk→+∞ χ(k)= 0 andlimh→+∞ ûi(h)= 0,
∀i = 1, . . . ,m. This means that, not only all the actuators are definitively controlled according to
mode 1, but also that∃k̄′ such that,∀k ≥ k̄′, the control sequencesF (k,Nc) processed by the algo-
rithm for the solution of the optimization problem(1.36)are all made up of values corresponding to
the activation of mode 1.

1.4 Example

The two layer hierarchical control discussed so far is now applied to the linearized model of a well-
mixed, non-isothermal, continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR), borrowed from [11, 31] and schemat-
ically depicted in Figure 1.1. Three parallel irreversible elementary exothermic reactions of the form

A
k1→ B, A

k2→U andA
k3→ R, respectively, take place within the CSTR, whereA represents the reactant

species,B the desired product,U andRundesired byproducts,ki ’s the reaction constants.
According to [11, 31], the manipulated signals are the rate of heat inputQ, the inlet stream tempera-
tureTA0 and the inlet reactant concentrationCA0, while the state variables are the temperature of the
reactorT and the concentrations of the speciesA andB, CA andCB, respectively, which have been
supposed to be measurable.
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Figure 1.1: CSTR schematic plant.

The considered equilibrium condition is defined by the input quantitiesQ̄= 0, T̄A0 = 300 andC̄A0 = 4
and the state values̄T = 300,C̄A = 4 andC̄B = 0. Hence, letting

u =
[

Q− Q̄ TA0− T̄A0 CA0−C̄A0
]′

x =
[

T − T̄ CA−C̄A CB−C̄B
]′

the corresponding continuous-time linearized model turns out to be

ẋ=




−4.6337 1.3746 0
−0.0017 −5.0044 0
0.0017 0.0064 −4.9980


x+




0.0043 4.9980 0
0 0 4.9980
0 0 0


u, (1.52)

where the control variables are required to fulfill the following constraints:

|u1| ≤ 768, |u2| ≤ 100, |u3| ≤ 4. (1.53)

Moreover, the actuators’ dynamics described by the following transfer functions

Gact1(s) =
20

1
700s

2+ 1
9s+1

, Gact2(s) =
10

1
1200s

2+ 1
15s+1

, Gact3(s) =
1

1
1500s

2+ 1
18s+1

(1.54)

have been considered and the constraints

|ν1| ≤ 20, |ν2| ≤ 5, |ν3| ≤ 2 (1.55)

on their input variables (i.e., the manipulated signals) have been defined.
The continuous-time models (1.52) and (1.54) have been sampled with∆t = 0.01 to obtain their
discrete-time counterpart in the fast time scale; moreover, the corresponding versions in the slow time
scale have been figured out by takingτ = 4.
In the sequel, the design parameters for the numerical implementation of the proposed hierarchical
controller are given. First of all, the following weighting matrices have beenfixed:

Qx = I3, Qu =




10−4 0 0
0 10−1 0
0 0 100


 . (1.56)
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Figure 1.2: Sampled state variablesxf
i (h) of model (1.52).

The choice of matrixQu stems from considering both the ease in acting on the rate of heat input
(u1), whose weighting entry has been fixed toQ1 = 10−4, and the difficulty in modifying the inlet
reactant concentration (u3), whose penalizing term has been frozen toQ3 = 100. Conversely, the inlet
stream temperature may be adjusted with a relatively manageable effort. Hence, the weighting term
Q2 = 10−1 has been taken into account.
In addition, under the deadbeat controller (1.42), it turns out that maxi=1,2,3 γd(i)≃ 0.0874, so that

αaux=
[

1 1 1
]

is a feasible configuration of active actuators for the auxiliary control law, with a viable attenuation
level γ = 11.44. The Riccati inequality (1.30) has been solved accordingly, thus determining P and
the auxiliary control gainKaux. Afterwards, resorting to Proposition 1, the final setΩaux has been
defined (corresponding to such aP, 100 is an admissible value forρ). Finally, the MPC regulator at
the upper level has been synthesized by picking the prediction and control horizonsNp = Nc = 5.
Figures 1.2-1.6 portray the simulation results, where the following initial conditions have been set
up: xf (0) =

[
5 2 −0.2

]′
and ζi(0) = 0, i = 1,2,3. Such results show a correctly stabilizing

action of the plant to be controlled and the effectiveness of the algorithm implemented, which makes
constraints (1.53) and (1.55) always fulfilled (note, in particular, Figure1.6 where several saturation
events on the low level manipulated variables arise). Moreover, each actuator’s activity is consistent
with the weighting matrices (1.56), as shown in Figures 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, thereby the aforementioned
different usage of the three actuators is highlighted. In addition, notice that the first actuator is always
active, while the third one, even though often working, is required to achieve a small control action.

1.5 Conclusions

In this report, hierarchical control systems have been considered. A synthesis method based on MPC,
and accounting also for the control structure selection issue, has been proposed. An unusual robust
control approach has been carried out to cope with the discrepancies between the ideal control actions
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Figure 1.3: Boolean variablesα f
i (h) associated with each actuator.
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Figure 1.4: Comparison between the control references ˆui(h) (dots) and the corresponding control
actions ˜ui(h) (circles) effectively provided by the actuators.
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Figure 1.5: Zoom of the first 16 samples of Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.6: Actuators’ manipulated variablesνi(h).
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computed by the high level controller and those effectively achieved by thelow level actuators. The
multi edge solution devised can simultaneously ensure the on-line selection of the optimal control
configuration, deal with the mixed integer nature of the optimization problem, andattain convergence
properties of the overall system.
Many extensions can be pursued, such as the investigation of hierarchical control structures made by
more than two layers, or the application of this approach to “plug and play” design problems, see
e.g., [32].
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Chapter 2

Feasible cooperation distributed MPC
scheme, based on game theory

The contents of this chapter have been developed by Jairo Espinosa, Felipe Valencia (Universidad
Nacional de Colombia, Facultad de Minas), Bart De Schutter and Katerina Stankova (Delft University
of Technology, Delft Center for Systems and Control).

2.1 Introduction

Large-scale systems are systems composed of several interacting components. Their operation is
based on controllers that face different situations according to their owninterests. For the control
of large-scale systems, distributed and hierarchical control schemes based on model predictive con-
trollers have been proposed, due to their ability to handle complex systems with hard input and state
constraints [4, 45, 9, 38, 39, 40, 42], and for their ability to obtain a goodperformance starting from
rather intuitive design principles and simple models [45].
Some approaches of hierarchical and distributed model predictive control are proposed in [4, 5, 6,
7, 10, 15, 16, 17, 21, 38, 50, 55, 56, 58, 62, 63, 68, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74]. However, the hierarchical
approaches do not guarantee that the subsystems do not compete among themselves because each
layer may take its own decisions without taking decisions of lower layers into account. The distributed
approaches may force the subsystems to cooperate, often without taking into account whether the
cooperative behavior gives some benefit to the subsystems, and might lead the subsystems to operating
points in which the subsystems do not perceive any benefit.
In order to deal with these drawbacks of the distributed control schemes,it is possible to assume that
the local controllers may “bargain” among themselves, and an agreement maybe achieved. With such
assumptions, the distributed model predictive control (MPC) problems can be reformulated as an-
persons cooperative games. Then-person cooperative game involvesn individuals that can collaborate
for mutual benefit. The individuals communicate among themselves in order to (jointly) decide which
strategy is the best for each individual, based on the profit received for each of them by the cooperative
behavior [36].
In this work, based on the Nash theories about the bargaining problem [36] and two-persons coop-
erative games [37] distributed model predictive control is analyzed as a game. In order to test the
proposed control scheme, a chain of two reactors and one adiabatic flash separator is used as simula-
tion testbed.
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2.2 Distributed model predictive control

Consider the nonlinear system given by

ẋ(t) = fx(x(t),u(t))

y(t) = fy(x(t),u(t))
(2.1)

where fx(.), fy(.) are smoothC1 functions,x ∈ R
n, u ∈ R

m, andy ∈ R
z denote the state, input, and

output vector of the dynamical system (2.1).
Assume that at each time stepk, the system (2.1) can be approximated by a discrete-time linear time-
invariant system

x(k+1) = Ax(k)+Bu(k)

y(k) =Cx(k)+Du(k)
(2.2)

In the following, we focus on the trajectories of the statesx and their constraints. However, the method
described in this work can easily be extended to the cases in which the outputy is considered in the
cost function and in the constraints.
The idea of MPC is to determine the control inputs for the system (2.1) at eachtime stepk, by solving
an optimal control problem over a prediction horizonNp, based on the prediction of the behavior of
the system (2.1) given by the model (2.2). Commonly, a quadratic cost function

L(x̃(k), ũ(k)) =
Np−1

∑
t=0

[
xT(k+ t|k)Qtx(k+ t|k)

]

+
Nu

∑
t=0

[
uT(k+ t)Rtu(k+ t)

]

+xT(k+Np|k)Px(k+Np|k)

(2.3)

is used to measure the performance of the system. In (2.3),x(k+ t|k) denotes the predicted value of
x at time stepk+ t given the conditions at time stepk, u(k+ t) denotes the control inputu at time
stepk+ t, x̃(k) = [xT(k|k), . . . ,xT(k+Np|k)]T , ũ(k) = [uT(k), . . . ,uT(k+Nu), . . . ,uT(k+Np)]

T , where
x(k|k) = x(k), andu(k+ t) = u(k+Nu), for t = Nu+1, . . . ,Np−1, Qt , Rt are diagonal matrices with
positive diagonal elements, andNu 6Np, Nu, Np being the control and prediction horizon respectively,
andP being the solution of the Lyapunov equation

ATPA−P=−QNp (2.4)

If (2.2) is stable (i.e., the norm of the eigenvalues ofA is less than 1), andQNp is positive definite, it
follows thatP is also positive definite [63].
By repetitively substituting the equation (2.2) forx(k+t|k) into (2.3), and by using the control horizon
constraintu(k+ t) = u(k+Nu), for t = Nu+1, . . . ,Np−1, the functionL(x̃(k), ũ(k)) can be expressed
as a quadratic functionφ(ũ(k);x(k)), x(k) being the value of the state vector at time stepk. Then, the
MPC problem can be formulated as follows

min
ũ(k)

φ(ũ(k);x(k))

subject to: ũ(k) ∈ Ω
(2.5)

whereΩ is the feasible set of control actions, determined by physical and operational limits of the
system (2.1).
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If the scale of the system (2.1) becomes large, the solution of optimization problem (2.5) becomes
infeasible in real time. Hence, a distributed solution of (2.5) is necessary, and a decomposition of
model (2.2) is also needed.
Assume that the state update equation (2.2) can be decomposed intoM subsystems such that the
behavior of each subsystem can be expressed as

xi(k+1) =
M

∑
j=1

[Ai j x j(k)+Bi j u j(k)] (2.6)

wherexi ∈ R
ni , andui ∈ R

mi denote the state and input vector of the subsystemi, i = 1, . . . ,M, and
Ai j , Bi j are submatrices ofA, B. This model is also used in [4, 6, 8, 38, 63].
Based on the subsystem decomposition (2.6), the value of the state vectorxi at time stepk+1 can be
computed as

xi(k+1) =
[

Ai1 . . . AiM
]



x1(k)
...

xM(k)




+
[

Bi1 . . . BiM
]



u1(k)
...

uM(k)




(2.7)

and the functionL(x̃(k), ũ(k)) can be expressed as

L(x̃(k), ũ(k)) =
M

∑
i=1

(
Np−1

∑
t=0

xT
i (k+ t|k)Qit xi(k+ t|k)

+
Nu

∑
t=0

uT
i (k+ t)Rit ui(k+ t)+xT

i (k+Np|k)Pix(k+Np|k)
) (2.8)

wherePi = [Pi,1, . . . ,Pi,M], andQit ,Rit are submatrices ofQt ,Rt respectively. Note that in the distributed
case, the terminal constraint relates the final value of the states of subsystem i, xi(k+Np|k), with the
final value of the states of whole systemx(k+Np|k). This happens because (in general)P is a full
matrix.
Repetitively substituting the equation (2.6) forxi(k+ t|k) into (2.8) yields

L(x̃(k), ũ(k)) =
M

∑
i=1

φi(ũ(k);x(k)) (2.9)

φi(ũ(k);x(k)) = ũT(k)Quuiũ(k)+2xT(k)Qxuiũ(k)+xT(k)Qxxix(k) (2.10)

whereQuui ≥ 0, for i = 1, . . . ,M. In the following, the termxT(k)Qxxix(k) will not be included into
the cost function because the value of this term is independent of the valueof the control inputs.
In (2.10) the arguments forφi(ũ(k);x(k)) indicate that the argument ofφi is ũ(k) andx(k) is parameter
of φi . Clearly,φi is a positive-definite quadratic function ofũ(k) and thus it is convex oñu(k).
Let Ωi be the set of feasible control actions forũi(k), whereũi(k) = [uT

i (k), . . . ,u
T
i (k+Nu)]

T , deter-
mined by the physical and operational limits of subsystemi. Assume that 0∈ Ωi and thatΩi convex
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and independent ofk for i = 1, . . . ,M. Note thatΩ = ΠM
i=1Ωi . Then, the MPC problem (2.5) can be

written as1

min
ũ(k)

M

∑
i=1

φi(ũ(k))

subject to:̃ui(k) ∈ Ωi , for i = 1, . . . ,M

(2.11)

The same problem is also considered in [24, 38, 65, 63].
Let σr(ũi(k), ũ−i(k)) = φr(ũ(k)), (r = 1, . . . ,M), where

ũ−i(k) = [ũT
1 (k), . . . , ũ

T
i−1(k), ũ

T
i+1(k), . . . , ũ

T
M(k)]T

ũi(k) ∈ Ωi , andũ−i(k) ∈ Ω−i , Ω−i = Ω1× . . .Ωi−1×Ωi+1× . . .×ΩM. In order to solve the optimiza-
tion problem (2.11) in a distributed fashion, two main approaches have beenproposed in the literature,
see [63, 64, 65]: the communication-based approach and the feasible-cooperation approach.
In the communication-based approach, each subsystemi solves its local optimization problem

min
ũi(k)

σi(ũi(k), ũ−i(k))

subject to:̃ui(k) ∈ Ωi

(2.12)

without carrying out a negotiation process with the other subsystems, assuming the control actions
ũ−i(k) of the other subsystems are fixed.
In the feasible-cooperation approach, the local cost functionφi(.) is replaced by a cost function that
measures the systemwide impact of the local control inputs. This is used with thepurpose of avoiding
competition and to increase the cooperation among subsystems in a distributed model predictive con-
trol (DMPC) scheme. In [63, 65] the authors propose to use a convex combination of the controller
objectives:

φi(ũ(k)) =
M

∑
r=1

wrσr(ũi(k), ũ−i(k)) (2.13)

wherewr > 0, ∑M
i=1wr = 1 as a cost function of each subsystem, because it is the simplest choice

for such objective function. Also, the subsystems must carry out a negotiation process in order to
select the best control actions, with respect to the performance of the entire system. Let̃ui,q(k) =
[uT

i,q(k|k), . . . ,uT
i,q(k+Nu|k)]T , whereq denotes the iteration number at time stepk of the negotiation

process (q = 1, . . . ,qmax, qmax being the maximum number of iterations of the negotiation process).
Let ũ−i,q(k) = [ũT

1,q(k), . . . , ũ
T
i−1,q(k), ũ

T
i+1,q(k), . . . , ũ

T
M,q(k)]

T . Then, the optimization problem (2.11)
can be solved in a cooperative way by computing the solution of the optimization problem [63, 65]

min
ũi,q(k)

M

∑
r=1

wrσr(ũi,q(k), ũ−i,q−1(k))

subject to:̃ui,q(k) ∈ Ωi

(2.14)

In (2.14), the expression forσr(ũi,q(k), ũ−i,q−1(k)) is given by

σr(ũi,q(k), ũ−i,q−1(k)) =

[
ũi,q(k) ũ−i,q−1(k)

][ Hr1 Hr2

Hr3 Hr4

][
ũi,q(k)

ũ−i,q−1(k)

]

+2
[

fr1 fr2
][ ũi,q(k)

ũ−i,q−1(k)

]
(2.15)

1For the sake of simplicity of notation we will not indicate the dependence ofφi on x(k) explicitly in the remainder of
this chapter and thus writeφi(u(k)) insteadφi(u(k);x(k)).
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where the matricesHr1,Hr2,Hr3,Hr4 and the vectorsfr1, fr2 are obtained by permuting the elements
of the matrixQuur and the element of the vectorQxur respectively, in order to obtain the expression
(2.15) forσr .
In the next section, theoretical concepts of game theory will be used in order to deal with the feasible-
cooperation MPC (FC-MPC) problem as a decision problem in which the decisions of each subsystem
affect the decisions of the other subsystems. The FC-MPC approach was selected because there exists
evidence (e.g. the cases presented by [63]) that the communication-based MPC leads to unacceptable
closed-loop performance or closed-loop instability.

2.3 FC-MPC as a game

A game is defined as the tuple(N,{Ωi}i∈N,{φi}i∈N), whereN = {1, . . . ,M} is the set of players,Ωi

is a finite set of possible actions of playeri, andφi : Ω1× . . .×ΩM −→R is the payoff function of the
ith player [44].
Based on the definition of a game, the feasible cooperation model based predictive control problem
can be defined as a tupleG= (N,{Ωi}i∈N,{φi}i∈N), whereN= {1, . . . ,M} is the set of subsystems,Ωi

is the non-empty set of feasible control actions for subsystemi, andφi : Ω1× . . .×ΩM −→ R, where
φi is the cost function of theith subsystem. From this point of view, FC-MPC is a game in which
the players are the subsystems, the actions are the control inputs, and the payoff of each subsystem is
given by the value of its cost function. Moreover, in FC-MPC the subsystems can cooperate in order
to obtain a common benefit. So, FC-MPC can be analyzed as a cooperative game.
Following the cooperative game theory introduced in [35, 37, 46], the formulation of the FC-MPC as a
game is completed by introducing the concept of disagreement point. The disagreement point,di(k),
at time stepk, is defined as the benefit that theith player receives where no agreement is achieved
among the players. In the case of FC-MPC, the disagreement point can beinterpreted as the outcome
of each subsystem if it decides not to cooperate with the other subsystems.Thus, the disagreement
point of subsystemi is given bydi(k) = φi(ũd(k)), whereũd(k) are the control inputs solving the
following optimization problem

min
ũi(k)

max
ũ−i(k)

φi(ũ(k))

subject to:̃ui(k) ∈ Ωi

ũ−i(k) ∈ Ω−i

(2.16)

Note that the optimization problem (2.16) defines the worst case for subsystem i. Then,di(k) is the
best benefit that theith subsystem can achieve given the worst case.
According to [36, 37], the solution of the cooperative game associated withthe DMPC problem (2.11)
can be computed as the solution of the optimization problem [14, 46]

max
ũ(k)

ΠM
i=1 [di(k)−φi(ũ(k))]

wi

subject to:di(k)> φi(ũ(k)), for i = 1, . . . ,M

ũi(k) ∈ Ωi , for i = 1, . . . ,M

(2.17)

wheredi(k) is the disagreement point of subsystemi at time stepk. The solution of the maximization
problem (2.17) is calledasymmetric Nash bargaining solution. The productΠM

i=1(di(k)−φi(ũ(k))wi

is calledasymmetric Nash product. Thus, the asymmetric Nash solution assigns to a bargaining game
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the point of the feasible set dominated by the disagreement outcome (di > φi(ũ(k))), where the product
of the profit functions of the players is maximized [46]. This kind of solution isused because it is
possible to demonstrate that optimization problem (2.17) satisfies the four axiomsproposed by Nash
for the bargaining solutions of cooperative games [46].
The maximization problem (2.17) can rewritten equivalently as

max
ũ(k)

M

∑
i=1

wi log[di(k)−φi(ũ(k))]

subject to:di(k)> φi(ũ(k)), for i = 1, . . . ,M

ũi(k) ∈ Ωi , for i = 1, . . . ,M

(2.18)

Thus, (2.17) can be solved in a distributed fashion by solving (2.18) with thesimilar approach as
(2.14). So, the local optimization problem for subsystemi is given by the maximization problem

max
ũi(k)

M

∑
r=1

wr log[dr(k)−σr(ũi(k), ũ−i(k))]

subject to:dr(k)> σr(ũi(k), ũ−i(k)), for r = 1, . . . ,M

ũi(k) ∈ Ωi

(2.19)

In the next section, we propose a negotiation model to solve the FC-MPC game.

2.4 Negotiation model

A negotiation model consists of a sequence of steps whose outcome is the solution of the game in a
cooperative or non-cooperative fashion. The negotiation model proposed in this work is based on the
algorithm proposed by [37] for two-persons cooperative games.
Before introduce the negotiation model we should introduce some notation thatwill be used later
in this section. Recall thatσr(ũi(k), ũ−i(k)) = φr(ũ(k)), and in particular thatσi(ũi(k), ũ−i(k)) =
φi(ũ(k)). Then, optimization problem (2.16) can be written as

min
ũi(k)

max
ũ−i(k)

σi(ũi(k), ũ−i(k))

subject to:̃ui(k) ∈ Ωi

ũ−i(k) ∈ Ω−i

(2.20)

Let ũ∗−i(k) = argmax̃u−i(k) σi(ũi(k), ũ−i(k)). Let ũd
i (k) = argmiñui(k) σi(ũi(k), ũ∗−i(k)). Let ũ0(k) =

[ũT
1,0(k), . . . , ũ

T
M,0(k)]

T denote the initial condition for solving (2.20) at time stepk. Then, at each time
stepk, at each iterationq,q= 1, . . . ,qmax (qmax being the maximum number of iterations allowed to
subsystemi, i = 1, . . . ,M for solving (2.19) in a cooperative way), the proposed steps to solve the
FC-MPC game are:

1. Let di(k) denote the disagreement point of subsystemi at time stepk. Then, given the initial
conditions,x(k), all subsystems compute their disagreement pointsdi(k) according to (2.20) in
a separated way.

2. After computing the disagreement points, each subsystem sends its disagreement point to the
other subsystems.
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3. Each subsystem solves the optimization problem (2.19). If (2.19) is feasible, let ũ∗i,q(k) be
an optimal solution (so it satisfies the constraints, i.e.,dr(k) > σr(ũ∗i,q(k), ũ−i,q−1(k)), for r =
1, . . . ,M). If (2.19) is not feasible, subsystemi decides not to cooperate. In this step, ifq= 1,
then ũd

i (k) is considered as initial condition for subsystemi, for solving (2.19). Otherwise,
ũi,q−1(k) is considered as initial condition for subsystemi, for solving (2.19).

4. The subsystems that decide to cooperate update their control actions bya convex combination
ũi,q(k) = wi ũ∗i,q(k)+(1−wi)ũi,q−1(k). The subsystems that decide not to cooperate select their
control actions equal tõui,q(k) = wi ũd

i (k)+(1−wi)ũi,q−1(k).

5. Each subsystem sends its control actions to the other subsystems. If‖ũi,q(k)− ũi,q−1(k)‖ 6 ξ
(ξ > 0) for all subsystems, orq = qmax, or the maximum allowable time for the computation
of the optimal control input̃u∗(k) = [ũ∗T

1 (k), . . . , ũ∗T
M (k)]T is reached, the first element of the

control sequencẽui,q(k) is applied and each subsystem returns to step 1. Else, each subsystem
returns to step 3.

At time stepk+1 the initial conditions for subsystemi for solving (2.20) are determined by the shifted
control sequencẽui,0(k+1) = [u∗T

i,qend
(k+1,k), . . . ,u∗T

i,qend
(k+Nu,k),0]T , whereu∗T

i,qend
(k+1,k) denote

the optimal value of the control inputs for subsystemi at iterationqend at the time stepk+1 given the
conditions at time stepk.
For the proposed negotiation model, properties like convexity, convergence and stability are topics
for further research. However, in the next section we present simulation results using this negotiation
model for the systemwide control of a plant consisting of a chain of two continuous stirred tank
reactors followed by a non-adiabatic flash separator. From these simulation results it is possible to
conclude that the trajectories of the states of (2.1) converges to the origin,and that (2.1) is stable under
the proposed control scheme.

2.5 Application: Two-reactor chain with a flash separator

The example of a chain of two continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) followed by a non-adiabatic
flash separator was taken from [65]. All the simulations was performed using Matlab software. For
solving the optimization problem (2.19) the active-set algorithm provided by the f minconfunction of
the optimization toolbox of Matlab was used. The description of the system is presented below.
Consider a plant with two CSTRs followed by a non-adiabatic flash separator. In each of the CSTRs,

the desired productB is produced by through the irreversible first order reactionA
k1−→ B, k1 being the

Arrhenius constant of the reaction. An undesirable side reactionB
k2−→ C results in the consumption

of B and in the production of the unwanted side productC (here,k2 is the Arrhenius constant of this
reaction). The product stream from CSTR-2 is sent to a non-adiabatic flash separator to separate the
excess ofA from the productB and the side productC.
It is assumed that reactantA has the highest volatility and is the predominant component in the vapor
phase in the flash separator. A fraction of the vapor phase is purged and the remaining stream rich in
A is condensed and recycled back to CSTR-1. The model of the plant is given by
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1. Reactor 1:

dHr

dt
=

1
ρrAr

[F0+D−Fr]

dxAr

dt
=

1
ρrArHr

[F0(xA0 −xAr)+D(xAd −xAr)]

−k1rxAr

dxBr

dt
=

1
ρrArHr

[F0(xB0−xBr)+D(xBd−xBr)]

+k1rxAr −k2rxBr

dTr

dt
=

1
ρrArHr

[F0(T0−Tr)+D(Td−Tr)]

− 1
Cp

[k1rxAr∆H1+k2rxBr∆H2]

+
Qr

ρrArCpHr

(2.21)

2. Reactor 2:

dHm

dt
=

1
ρmAm

[Fr +F1−Fm]

dxAm

dt
=

1
ρmAmHm

[Fr(xAr −xAm)+F1(xA1 −xAm)]

−k1mxAm

dxBm

dt
=

1
ρmAmHm

[Fr(xBr −xBm)+F1(xB1−xBm)]

+k1mxAm −k2mxBm

dTm

dt
=

1
ρmAmHm

[Fr(Tr −Tm)+F1(T0−Tm)]

− 1
Cp

[k1mxAm∆H1+k2mxBm∆H2]

+
Qm

ρmAmCpHm

(2.22)

3. Non-adiabatic flash:

dHb

dt
=

1
ρbAb

[
Fm−Fb−D−Fp

]

dxAb

dt
=

1
ρbAbHb

[Fm(xAm −xAb)

− (D+Fp)(xAd −xAb)]

dxBb

dt
=

1
ρbAbHb

[Fm(xBm−xBb)

+(D+Fp)(xBd−xBb)]

dTb

dt
=

1
ρbAbHb

[Fm(Tm−Tb)]+
Qb

ρbAbCpHb

(2.23)
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Table 2.1: Values of the parameters used in the simulations of the two CSTRs chain followed by a
non-adiabatic flash system

Parameter Units Value
ρr ρm ρb [kg/m3] 0.15

αA 3.5
αB 1.1
αC 0.5
k∗1 [s−1] 0.02
k∗2 [s−1] 0.018
Ar [m2] 0.3
Am [m2] 3
Ab [m2] 5
T0 [K] 313
Td [K] 313
Cp [KJ/(kgK)] 25
xA0 1

xB0 xC0 0
xA1 1

xB1 xC1 0
∆H1 [KJ/kg] -40
∆H2 [KJ/kg] -50

E1/R E2/R [K] 150
kr [kg/s−1m−1/2] 2.5
km [kg/s−1m−1/2] 2.5
kb [kg/s−1m−1/2] 1.5

where,Fr = kr
√

Hr, Fm = km
√

Hm, Fb = kb
√

Hb, k1r = k∗1 exp
−E1
RTr , k2r = k∗2 exp

−E2
RTr , k1m = k∗1 exp

−E1
RTm ,

k2m= k∗2 exp
−E2
RTm , xCr = 1−xAr −xBr, xCm= 1−xAm−xBm, xCb= 1−xAb−xBb, Σ = αAxAb+αBxBb+

αCxCb, xAd =
αAxAb

Σ , xBd =
αBxBb

Σ , xCd =
αCxCb

Σ .
For the system (2.21) to (2.23), the manipulated variables are the feed flow ratesF0,F1, the cooling
dutiesQr,Qm,Qb, and the recycle flow rateD. The measured variables are the level of liquid in the re-
actorsHr,Hm,Hb, the exit mass fractions ofA andB xAr ,xBr,xAm,xBm,xAb,xBb, and the temperature of
the reactorsTr,Tm,Tb. The controlled variables are the liquid level of the reactors and the temperatures
of the reactors.
With the purpose of applying the proposed distributed control scheme, each reactor and the flash
separator were considered as subsystems. Then linearizing the model ofeach subsystem (equations
(2.21) to (2.23)) around an operating point, and discretizing the resulting linear time-invariant models,
a model defined by (2.6) for each subsystem is obtained. The values of the parameters used in the
simulations and the operation point are in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 ([65]).
For the simulations, the constraints of the variables of the system were: 0.9F0o 6 F0 6 1.1F0o,
0.96F1o 6 F1 6 1.04F1o for the feed flow rates of the CSTRs, and 0.1Do 6 D 6 1.1Do for the re-
cycle flow rate, and−66 Qr 6 6,−66 Qm 6 6,−66 Qb 6 6 for the cooling duty of the CSTRs and
the adiabatic flash separator.
The performance of the proposed control scheme is evaluated when a set-point change corresponding
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Table 2.2: Operation point used to linearize the two CSTRs chain followed by anon-adiabatic flash
model

Variable Units Value
Hro [m] 180
Hmo [m] 190
Hbo [m] 5.2185
F0o [kg/s] 2.667
F1o [kg/s] 1.067
Do [kg/s] 30.74
Qro [KJ/s] 0
Qmo [KJ/s] 0
Qbo [KJ/s] 0

to a 15.79 percent increase in the level ofHm is made at timek = 200s, and a set point change
corresponding to a 5.56 percent decrease in the level ofHr is made at timek= 400s. Figs. 2.1 to 2.3
show the performance of the proposed control scheme for these set-point changes. In this simulation
the prediction horizonNp = 25, the control horizonNu = 10, the weight of each subsystemw= 0.33,
the sample timeTs = 10s, and the maximum iterations per time stepqmax= 5.
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of the level and the temperature of the CSTR-1, their reference values, and the
control inputs.

From Figs. 2.1 to 2.3 it is possible to conclude that the proposed control scheme stabilizes the closed-
loop system. As a response to the set-point change ofHm, CSTR-1 and CSTR-2 jointly decide to
decrease and increase their feed flow rates, respectively, in order tosoftly drive the system to the
new desired operating point, while the flash separator decides to increasethe recycle flow in order to
regulate its level and the level of the CSTR-1. This indicates a cooperativebehavior among the MPC
controllers. In Fig. 2.4 the computational time incurred by the computation of the solution of the
FC-MPC problem as a game is presented.
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of the level and the temperature of the CSTR-2, their reference values, and the
control inputs.
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of the level and the temperature of the non-adiabatic flash, their reference values,
and the control inputs.
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of the delay associated with the solution of the FC-MPC problem as a game.

From Fig. 2.4 it is possible to conclude that the computation of the FC-MPC problem as a game in the
case of the chain of reactors presented in this section is always less than the sample time. Moreover,
the negotiation model can be stopped prematurely without decreasing the performance of the system.
With the purpose of determining the effect of measurement noise in the performance of the proposed
control scheme, a measurement noise in the range[−10, 10] was added to the controlled variables.
The noise signal employed was an uncorrelated white noise signal. In Figs.2.5 to 2.7 the results of this
simulation are presented. In this simulation the prediction horizonNp = 25, the control horizonNu =
10, the weight of each subsystemw = 0.33, the sample timeTs = 10s, and the maximum iterations
per time stepk, qmax= 5.
Figures 2.5 to 2.7 show that despite the presence of noise, the local MPC controllers cooperate in
order to maintain the performance of each subsystem and the performanceof the entire system as
well as possible, i.e., the values of the controlled variables of each subsystem as close as possible
to their desired values, without affecting negatively the performance of the other subsystems. Such
cooperative behavior also involves the decision of some subsystems about not to cooperate. The
noncooperative behavior commonly arises in these simulations when a disturbance is applied to the
system. In Fig. 2.8, the computation time associated with the computation of the solutionof the
FC-MPC as a game is presented. Similar to the case without noise, the time employedto compute the
optimal control input is less than the sample time.

2.6 Conclusion

In this work, the distributed model predictive control problem was presented. Also the two main
approaches to face this problems were briefly introduced: the communication-based model predictive
control and the feasible-cooperation model predictive control. For the second approach, a formulation
based on concepts of the game theory was carried out. The relevance ofthis formulation is given by
the fact that each subsystem can decide to cooperate or not based on a“rational ”criterion: the benefit
that the cooperation gives to each subsystem.
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of the level and the temperature of the CSTR-1, their reference values, and the
control inputs with a measurement noise
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of the level and the temperature of the CSTR-2, their reference values, and the
control inputs with a measurement noise
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of the level and the temperature of the non-adiabatic flash, their reference values,
and the control inputs with a measurement noise
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Figure 2.8: Evolution of the delay associated with the solution of the FC-MPC problem as a game.
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The proposed control scheme was tested using a chain of two reactors followed by a non-adiabatic
flash. The reference values of the reactors was changed in different directions at different times, keep-
ing the values of the references of the other subsystems constant. In this case, the three subsystems
cooperate in order to jointly select the best control actions in the sense of the local performance with-
out decreasing the entire system performance. With the purpose of to determinate the effect of the
measurement noise in the performance of the proposed control scheme, ameasurement noise was
added to the controlled variables. Despite of the presence of the noise, thesubsystems cooperate in
order to maintain the value of the controlled variables close to their referencevalues.
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